
UNIFORM AND YEAR GROUPS  

 

 

For Nursery:                                                                                                                               

Uniform is not compulsory.  

Children will have to wear a blue track suit and a white shirts instead, which can be bought 

from any provider 

  

From Kindergarten to Y9:                                                                                                          

Uniform is compulsory.  

Kindergarten and Reception children can wear the sport uniform every day. 

The sport uniform is made of suit trousers, shorts, pinocchietto trousers or leggings, T-shirts 

or sweatshirts. 

For all the other classes sport uniform shall only be worn in the days in which Physical 

Education is held, on all the others the everyday uniform is compulsory. 

The everyday uniform is made of a blue pullover or gilet, a white polo t-shirt, blue trousers 

or Bermuda unisex shorts or skirt or a blue dress. 

Shoes and socks must be blue or black and can be purchased by any retailer.  

 

In addition to the above: 

From Year 1 to Y4: 
-  Andersen school bag (to be purchased in the school office) is part of the uniform.  

-  During outings/school events children shall wear Andersen tie/scarf. 

 

For Y5 and Y6: 
- Andersen trolley (to be bought by the official uniform provider) is part of the uniform.  

- During outings/school events students shall wear Andersen tie/scarf. 

 

From Y7 to Y9(Middle School) 
- Andersen trolley (to be bought by the official uniform provider) is part of the uniform.  

- During outings/school events students shall wear Andersen tie/scarf and Andersen blazer. 

 

For Choir Children  

At choir performances, students shall wear a white shirt, blue trousers/skirt, tie/scarf, and, if 

temperatures require it, blue pullover or gilet. The white shirt can be purchased by any 

retailer. 

 

For High school students 

Uniform is compulsory.  

The everyday uniform is made of a blue blazer, pullover or gilet, a white shirt or polo t-shirt 

and dark blue jeans or skirt.  

On PE (Physical Education) days students shall wear the sport uniform which is made of 

suit trousers, shorts, pinocchietto trousers or leggins, T-shirts or sweatshirts. 

Shoes and socks must be blue or black. 

All the items shall be bought by the official provider apart from the jeans, the skirt and the 

shoes and socks.  
 


